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Biography
The biography of author(s) should be limited to no more than 150 words. Please indicate
acknowledgments and declarations of competing interests, if they apply.
Submission Type and Length
Length is subject to intellectual discretion, though it should fall roughly around 5.000
words (2.000 minimum and 8,000 maximum). Please discuss any questions as to theme
or length with an Editorial Team member. Submissions should be formatted in an 11
or 12-point, readable font (Times New Roman, Arial, Cambria etc.) with a title, author
biography and word count listed for the editors.
Notes on style
● The texts intend to deliver in-depth analysis and solid opinion pieces. They can be
a result of academic activities, expert research or empirical inquiry of prestigious 		
authors.
● Abbreviations used in the text should be defined at first use. After you define an 		
abbreviation, please only use the abbreviation going forward.
● If you wish to cite references, please do so in APA style as footnotes. Please keep 		
citations to a maximum of 10.
● Submission languages are in English or Spanish. The Editorial Team will deliver 		
bilingual publication.
Final Note from Editorial office
We do not pay for articles, and operate under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non
Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 International Public License. Acceptance of submission
is always subject to the discretion of the Editorial Office.
Personal information/privacy

METAPOLIS, via the Common Action Forum Foundation, collects personal details such as contact
and author information through submissions via its website, email account and physical mail.
The Foundation will use this information as follows: a) Submissions and data are shared with the
Editorial Team and held by the Foundation’s administrator(s) on a password protected device using
Google Drive; b) At any time, an individual may request to see any information we hold pertaining
to them, or request correction of any inaccurate information at the following address: editors@
metapolis.net. Information will only be held as long as necessary and then deleted; c) All data is
held by the Foundation’s administrator(s) on a password protected device and cloud storage. This
Privacy Policy was last updated April 1, 2020.
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